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BRIEF SUMMARY OF SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS

Richard A. DeMillo, Co-Principal Investigator

Most of my work this year has concentrated on models of distributed and parallel computation. Of particular interest has been the exploration of distributed problems in which the underlying model of computation contains cryptographic transformations as explicit operations. The major results of this work have been reported in [1,2]. This grant has also supported a Ph.D. student, Michael J. Merritt, whose dissertation (expected completion: July, 1982) will deal with cryptographic protocols as distributed algorithms.

Byzantine Generals: The Byzantine Generals' Problem is a communications problem involving k processors, m of which may be faulty. Each processor \( P_i \) has a private value \( v_i \) to communicate. In synchronous rounds the processors send messages to obtain a vector of values \( V \) such that \( V_i = v_i \) if \( P_i \) is a non-faulty processor. It was previously known that no solution is possible if \( k < 2m+1 \) provided that processors do not have the power to "sign" their messages. Signatures provide a sort of encryption capability and it was also known that with encryption available, there is a solution for any number of faulty processors. Upper and lower bounds on the number of communications rounds needed for a solution remained open for some time. In 1981, Mike Fischer, Nancy Lynch and Leslie Lamport proved that \( m+1 \) rounds are necessary and sufficient in the absence of encryption.

Our result resolves the lower bound problem in the model in which arbitrary encryption is available. In this model \( m+1 \) rounds are required.

Protocol Modelling: As protocols become more complex, their correctness properties become more difficult to establish and there are no techniques available to prove the impossibility of solutions to certain protocol problems. Our progress in this area has been to isolate a general model of protocols and define a technique for establishing certain security properties. Security is defined with respect to a model of communication and inference. By using model-theoretic techniques, we can define a class of protocols with the following behavior. If an "enemy" tries to determine whether or not a set of properties \( S \) is true of the system, he is forced to test \( S \) against his own inferences and those messages he can derive from the set of messages he has received. Suppose there is a renaming of objects in the systems which causes (from the enemy's point of view) the protocol to behave in an entirely equivalent manner but which is undetectable to him. If in this renaming \( S \) is false, then the enemy cannot infer \( S \) from his current knowledge of the state of the system, i.e., \( S \) is logically independent of his knowledge. This method of hidden automorphisms has been applied to the analysis of several protocols and has been extended to the case of randomness. These results are reported in more detail in [2].


Kimberly N. King, Co-Principal Investigator

Together with doctoral student Eric Allender, I have been surveying current research in automation-based complexity and concrete complexity. We have identified several interesting problems which we hope to pursue in the near future. Under my direction, Allender has written a paper on multihead finite automata, which he is using to satisfy a departmental requirement. In addition to surveying known results about multihead finite automata, his paper gives improvements of several previously-known theorems and new proofs of others.

I have also begun to develop a research interest in algorithms for solving computer graphics problems. I intend to develop this interest further during the summer.

Raymond E. Miller, Co-Principal Investigator

Work continued on comparing models of parallel computation that had been started prior to the grant. A revision of a paper "Homomorphisms Between Models of Parallel Computation" by T. Kasai and R.E. Miller was completed. This revision includes new work relating the concepts of "reduction" and "contractions" of other researchers, to the computation system approach developed in this paper. A new area of study has also been initiated investigating formal models for specifying and verifying network protocols. There appear to be many similarities of modelling protocols with our previous studies in parallel computation and synchronization.
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The School of Information and Computer Science request permission to carry forward approximately $3,500 of non-personal services monies plus associated overhead costs of $1,925. The total carry forward amount of $5,425 represents less than 10% of the current funding increment.
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This grant supported work by Professors R. A. DeMillo, K. N. King, and R. E. Miller as well as several PhD students working with the three professors. This final report provides a summary of work done by each professor.

A. R. DeMillo's work on this grant concentrated mainly on defining and applying models of distributed and parallel computation to problems arising in multi-level computer security and cryptography. One major product of this work was a book-length research monograph published by The American Mathematical Society.

This work falls into broad categories. The first is the modeling of cryptographic protocols. This work, conducted jointly with PhD student M. Merritt, led to a new model of security - the hidden automorphism model - and to a new lower bound on the complexity of a variant of the Byzantine Agreement problem. Hidden automorphisms were used subsequently to prove the security of a number of important cryptographic protocols. The second area is the use of secure protocols to define operating system priorities to guarantee multi-level secure functions in distributed environments. The third area consisted of a number of cryptoanalyses of major public key systems that had been proposed by 1983. Included among these was a simplified and generalized version of the "chosen signature" attack on public key systems that are defined by automorphisms on $\mathbb{Z}_n$.

Publications


B. The research with K. N. King covered several different areas. One study conducted with the support of this grant explored the question of how a complex function must be to compute for its inverse to be difficult. We have been able to show that, if a function is easy enough to compute, then...
its inverse is easy to compute, in the sense that it can be computed in polynomial time. In fact, we were able to prove the stronger result that the inverses of such functions can be computed extremely quickly on a parallel computer that has a feasible number of processors. In order to make that notion precise, we defined a new complexity class, PUNC, that models the notion of "feasible parallelism" more naturally than classes that have been studied previously. We discovered several equivalent characterizations of PUNC and explored relationships between PUNC and other complexity classes.

Other work focused on systolic tree automata (STA's). In this model, which was inspired by VLSI circuits, a number of processors are connected to form a tree. An input string is fed to the processors at one level of the tree. Information is then processed in parallel, bottom-up toward the root, one level at a time. Results include a characterization of k-ary STA acceptable languages over a one-letter alphabet, a nonacceptibility lemma for 2-ary STA's, and proofs of decidability of superstability for k-ary STA's and emptiness for arbitrary STA's.

Other studies include improved lower bounds for the cycle detection problem and an analysis of the number of cycles possible in directed graphs with no short cycles (digraphs with large girth).

Publications


The work of R. E. Miller supported by this grant involved two area of work: models of parallel computation and modeling communication protocols. In the first area relationships between various models of parallel computation were studied in a formal manner. To do this a new computation system formulation was devised that enabled one to represent other models of parallelism such as vector addition systems, vector replacement systems, Petri nets and generalized Petri nets. Isomorphisms and homomorphisms were shown within this model that demonstrated what properties of these models were carried over from one model to the next. This work appeared as reference [1] below.

Within the communication protocol area a finite state communicating machine model was used for representing protocols. Working with a PhD student, T. Y. Choi, a structured partition decomposition technique was discovered that provides a substantial simplification for the analysis and synthesis of protocols. This work was published in references [2-5] below.
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